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To the Board of Regents of the University of Memphis; the faculty of the 

Bornblum Judaic Studies Department, and especially its Director, Shaul Bar: 

thank you for the honor of this invitation and for your gracious hospitality during 

my stay. And to Steve Soifer, Chairperson of your Department of Social Work: 

you know my debt.

With great pleasure I was able to spend an afternoon in the stacks of your 

Judaica collection, and also to meet with some of your faculty. And, too, there is 

your presence here tonight to consider one aspect of the majestic field that is 

Jewish studies. Truly it has been said that as long as there are academic 

centers of Jewish learning, and students hungry for knowledge, then in the 

words of Israel's National Anthem: עוד לא אבדה תקותנו / “our hope is not yet 

lost...”1

I'd like to use some contemporary scholarship to propose answers to three

questions: 1- What is the Zohar?; 2- Why is it so beloved?; and 3- How can we 

1 “Ha-Tikvah / The Hope”, adapted from a poem by Naftali Imber, 1886: http://www.stateofisrael.com/anthem/; 
Saul Lieberman, “Response to the Introduction by Professor Alexander Marx”, p.133 in Judah Goldin, ed. The
Jewish Expression (New York: Bantam Books, 1970): p.119-133.
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learn to read it?. At the end, we will have about ten minutes for your own 

questions (may they grow and multiply!). Please note that all quotations from the

Zohar are made with the permission of the Zohar Education Project, Inc., and 

are taken from the Stanford University Press publication of Daniel Matt's 

translation, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. 

Sefer ha-Zohar, the Book of Splendor (or Radiance), has been called “one 

of  the greatest creations of the human intellect that can be put on the shelf 

alongside the writings of Homer and Shakespeare”.2 The title derives from 

Daniel 12:3: “And the wise shall shine like the splendor [zohar] of the 

firmament”. At first glance, the four volumes of the Zohar are unpreposessing.  

Volumes 1-3 are a commentary on the parashahs/ weekly Torah readings. The 

fourth volume, the Zohar Hadash or New Zohar, contains material which did not 

make it into the other volumes. It has additional commentary on a few 

parashahs, and on some of the Megillot /Scrolls: the Song of Songs, Ruth and 

Lamentations. The whole is really a literary corpus, comprised of over twenty 

distinct sections.3 In total, there are almost 2,000 pages of densely written, 

2 “Lonely Scholar: an interview with Yehuda Liebes”, Haaretz, 12/3/2009. See a small excerpt at: 
http://menachemmendel.net/blog/interview-with-yehuda-liebes/ Eitan Fishbane includes the Zohar among 
those “works of human imagination [which] reorient the culture of reading”. See p.49 in his “The Zohar: 
Masterpiece of Jewish Mysticism”, p.49-67 in Frederick Greenspahn, ed., Jewish Mysticism: New 
Insights and Scholarship (New York:  New York University Press, 2011).  See also Daphne Freedman, 
“Pseudepigraphy in the Zohar”, Journal of Jewish Studies, 59 (2008): 208-316. She compares the Zohar to 
another 13th century epic, The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri. In both works, she says, “the writers 
illustrated the consummation of the divine will within history and the roles of their opus within this design”. 
See the Abstract, online at: http://www.jjs-online.net/toc.php?
subaction=fullcontent&id=059_02_308_1&type=article&review=&PHPSESSID=f3a4323#

3  On the various sections, see: Pinchas Giller, Reading the Zohar: The Sacred Text of the Kabbalah (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2001): p.5-7,176 n.7-9; Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah (Jerusalem: Keter,1974):
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unvocalized, largely unbroken prose. 

I.

The response to our first question, 'What is the Zohar?', will discuss some 

points made by an incomparable teacher and scholar from the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem, Melila Hellner-Eshed. “First and foremost”, she says, 

“the Zohar is a midrash”.4 Midrash is something we've all encountered through 

the story of the Four Sons read in the Haggadah at Passover.  It is a unique 

contribution of the Jewish people: no one has done with their Scripture what 

Jews have done through midrash. This genre of literary creativity flourished from

about 400 to 1200 C.E., when legends and oral sermons and teachings were 

collected, edited and arranged.5 

p.214-219; Isaiah Tishby, The Wisdom of the Zohar : An Anthology of Texts. v.1-3. Trans. David Goldstein 
(Portland: The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 1989): v.1: p.1-7. Here I prescind from the issues raised 
by Daniel Abrams and his formidable challenges to the notion that the Zohar is a book (see, e.g., Kabbalistic 
Manuscripts and Textual Theory: Methodologies of Textual Scholarship and Editorial Practice in the Study of 
Jewish Mysticism. 2nd rev.ed. Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2013). In this, the fourth generation of its serious 
academic study, there is an explosion of Zohar research. My present sense is that we will need at least a full 
generation of linguistic work with Zoharic Aramaic, to name one area, in order to make a critical assessment 
of what Abrams proposes. Note that Adele Rappoport-Adler has said that the Zohar “has largely been 
excluded from Aramaic scholarship on the grounds that it was too late, too contrived, or too idiosyncratic to 
represent any authentic dialect or stage in the historical development in the language” (p.5-6 in Adele 
Rappoport-Adler and Theodore Kwasman. ''Late Aramaic: the literary and linguistic context of the Zohar'', 
Aramaic Studies 4.1 (2006): 5-19). See the remarks of Eliot Wolfson, “Zoharic Literature and Midrashic 
Temporality”, p.321-343 in Michael Fishband and Joanna Weinberg, eds. Midrash Unbound: Transformations 
and Innovations. (Portland, OR: The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 2013): p.322-323.

4 Hellner-Eshed, “[The Zohar]”. Talk given at the American Academy of Religion, [2014]. Online video at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dy8sKq4XZ20  . On midrash and the Zohar, see: Arthur Green, A Guide 
to the Zohar (Stanford: Stanford Uniersity Press, 2003): p.64-66; Roland Goetschel, “Du Midrash au Zohar: 
l'exemple de la lutte contre Amaleq”, Yod: Revue des etudes hebraiques et juives, 15 (2010): 1-9. Online at: 
https://yod.revues.org/670?lang=en  ; Ronit Nikolsky,  "Trajectories of Palestinian Midrash in the Zohar Balak 
pericope". Online at: https://rug.academia.edu/RonitNikolsky ; Oded Yisrali, Pithei Heikhal : Iyyunei Aggadah 
U-Midrash be-Sefer Ha-Zohar [Temple Portals: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar]. (Jerusalem: 
Magnes Press, 2013): 1-17.

5  “... [M]idrash expands and develops the native biblical genres themselves. The result of this development is 
sustained legal and theological discussions, homilies of various sorts and types, and legendary accretions to 
the historical narrative of the Bible.” (Michael Fishbane, ed. The Midrashic Imagination: Jewish Exegesis, 
Thought and History. (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2012): p.1.) On this rich and complex field, see further (inter 
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In part, a need for midrash arose because Biblical style can be pithy, 

leaving many logical questions unanswered. Moreover, post-Biblical events 

occurred which raised theological issues since Judaism exists in history and 

grows alongside various cultures and philosophies. So, e.g., questions about an 

afterlife or why the Second Temple was destroyed are answered in the 

midrashim (the plural of midrash): answers expressed at “the level of one's 

time”.6  

Midrash, then, is a form of interpretation which uses the biblical text as a 

springboard to both answer a problem in the text and carry the biblical 

conversation onward. For such is the premise of both midrash and the Zohar, 

and one it is well to recall here: Scripture calls to each of us, always and 

everywhere, because תורה דיברה כלשון בני אדם / “Torah speaks in the language

of human beings”.7 Midrash is one way of continuing that dialogue.

Second, the Zohar is a mystical midrash.  As Hellner-Eshed notes: the 

language of classical kabbalah, of Jewish mysticism, had largely crystallized by 

the late 1200s when the Zohar first appears.8 So that rich, symbolic expression 

alia): the sources cited in fn.4 above, and the bibliographies of: The Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of
Religion (online at: http://legacy.huc.edu/midrash/ ); Oxford University (online at: 
http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199840731/obo-9780199840731-0045.xml?
rskey=EYm1XH&result=2&q=midrash#firstMatch ). See also: Carol Bakhos, “Recent Trends in the Study of 
Midrash and Rabbinic Narrative”. Current Trends in Biblical Research, 7 (2009): 272-293. 

6 Bernard Lonergan, “Original Preface to Insight”, p.34 in  The Lonergan Reader. Mark D. Morelli and Elizabeth
A. Morelli, eds. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997.)  This understanding is indebted to Barry Holtz,  
Back to the Sources: Reading the Classic Jewish Texts (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1986):  p.182-184. In 
the words of Michael Fishbane (op cit. [in fn.5 above]: p.1) : “... Midrash comes to grips with life and 
Scripture”. 

7 Ber 31b; Sifre, Bamidbar 112.
8 Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.4 above]. See also Eliot Wolfson, “The Hermeneutics of Visionary Experience: 
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permeates its pages – though it takes great effort on the part of the reader, over 

much time, to penetrate its surface. Still, she quotes her teacher, the esteemed 

scholar Yehudah Liebes. When asked if the Zohar is a work of kabbalah, he 

answered: “No. The Zohar is also a work of kabbalah.”9 Primarily, it is a midrash:

an interpretive commentary on Torah and some of the Megillot. Moreover that 

interpretation, that hermeneutics, is infused with kabbalistic language: it is a 

mystical midrash.

As a personal note on the mystical aspect, I find both striking and 

profoundly moving what the text reveals about the authors themselves. 10 These 

men had yidishe kep: Jewish heads. Their awareness of the Biblical text is 

phenomenal: deriving meaning from the presence of a preposition (ZH 60c MhN

Shir) or a pausal accent (e.g., I.120b; III.68a,138a). Their familiarity as well with 

the Talmuds and Midrashim, the major commentaries, codes, and Jewish 

philosophers, evidences deep learning.11

Revelation and Interpretation in the Zohar”. Religion 18 (1988): 311-345. Online at: 
http://www.religion.ucsb.edu/faculty/wolfson/scholarship.html By 'classical Kabbalah' is meant work done prior
to the Safed renaissance in the 16th century. See: Eliot Ginzburg, The Sabbath in the Classical Kabbalah 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1989): p.23. 

9 Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.4 above]. See the Jury Statement for his receipt of The Emet Prize in 2006. 
Online at:  http://en.emetprize.org/laureates/humanities/jewish-philosophy/prof-yehuda-liebes/

10 It is increasingly accepted that the Zohar was produced in a generation or over a few generations. This 
theory was originally proposed by Yehuda Liebes in ''Keitzad Nithaber Sefer ha-Zohar?'', pp.1-71 in 
Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought, v.8 (1989). Online at: http:// pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/nthbr.doc . Its 
English translation is: “How was the Zohar Written?”, in his Studies in the Zohar, trans. Stephanie Nekache 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1993): p.85-138,194-227. See further the sources in Wolfson,
op cit. [in fn.3 above]: p.321-322 n.2-3; Michal Oron, “Motiv ha-Yanuka u-Mashmauto be-Sefer ha-Zohar [The
Story of the Yanuka (“the Child”) in the Zohar], p.129-164 in Ronit Meroz, ed. Hiddushei Zohar: Mehakrim 
Hadashim be-Sifrut ha-Zohar [New Developments in Zohar Studies], Teudah 21-22 (2007) – and his 
references on p.129 n.2.

11 On their awareness of the text: “The [authors were] gifted with an uncanny facitility for recalling stylistic and 
verbal parallels through the length and breadth of the Bible and talmudic literature”. See Eliezer Segal, “The 
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 At the same time they are, quite simply, head over heels in love with God 

– and are unabashed about proclaiming it12. They are also crazy with love for 

Torah, for the mitzvot / commandments, for Jewish ritual, and for the Jewish holy

Exegetical Craft of the Zohar: Toward an Appreciation”.  AJS Review, 17 (1992): p.48. On halakhah, see: 
Jacob Katz, “Halakhic Statements in the Zohar.” Tarbiz 50 (1981): 404-422. Reprinted in Divine Law in 
Human Hands: Case Studies in Halakhic Flexibility by Jacob Katz, 9-30. Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1998); 
Yehuda Liebes, “Ha-Zohar ke-Sefer Halakhah”, Tarbiz, 64 (!994): 581-605; online at: http:// 
pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/TASHMA.doc ; English summary, “Review of the Zohar as a Halakhic Work”, 
online at: http://jec2.chez.com/resumliebes1.htm; Oded Yisraeli, “Dilemnot Halakhtiyot be-Sefer ha-Zohar”, 
p.202-221 in Marin Niesoff, Ronit Meroz, Jonathan Garb (eds.), Ve-Zot li-Yehuda: ḳovets maʼamarim ha-
muḳdash le-ḥaverenu, Prof. Yehudah Libes, le-regel yom huladeto ha-shishim ṿa-ḥamishah [ And this is 
for Yehuda : Studies Presented to our Friend, Professor Yehuda Liebes, on the Occasion of his Sixty-
fifth Birthday ]. (Jerusalem, Mossad Bialik: 2012). On Jewish philosophy, see: Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.4
above]; Yosef Rosen, “The Medieval Struggle for Midrashic Community: Toward a New History of Early 
Zohar”, paper to be presented at the Association for Jewish Studies annual conference on Dec. 14, 2015. 
Online abstract at: ajsnet.org . Segal observes: “...the author of the Zohar...arrived at the way of mystic 
contemplation only after having mastered the curriculum of philosophical study” (op cit. p.32, and see his 
references in n.2 there).

12 The Zohar applies the following verse to God: “O let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth” (Song 1:2) 
(I.184a; II.124b,146a-b, 254a Heikh.,256b Heikh.; ZH 60c MhN Shir, 63a Shir, 64b Shir). And: “For your love 
is better than wine” (Song 1:2) (II.124b). A general form of the commandments is understood from Genesis; 
the second of these “is love, loving one's Lord consummately. What is consummate love? Abounding love, as
is written: 'Walk in My presence and be whole hearted (Gen 17:1) – consummate in love...Here is the 
commandment to love one's Lord fittingly” (I.12a).” 'In the night' (Is 26:9) – for out of love of the blessed Holy 
One, a person should rise every night to engage in His service until morning is aroused and a thread of love 
is drawn upon him” (III.68a) On Deut 6:5 (“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart...”), the Zohar 
says: “You shall love – for a person must bind himself to Him in supernal love... for there is no worship like 
the love of the blessed Holy One” (III.267a). The translation is by Nathan Wolski, A Journey Into The Zohar 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2010), p.215; and see p.218-219. See also: Yehuda Liebes, 
“Zohar ve-Eros”, Alpa'im 9 (1984): 67-119. Online at:  http:// www.pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/zohar.html  “...
[H]e is saved without knowing the goodness performed for him by the Blessed Holy One, the miracle brought 
about by Him! Only He knows, 'the One who performs great wonders alone.'(Ps 136:4)”. See Daniel Matt, 
Zohar: The Book of Enlightenment (New York: Paulist Press, 1983): p.178. “...those who contemplate words 
of Torah to cleave to their Lord in mystery of the Holy Name, so as to know Him and absorb the wisdom of 
His Name in their heart” (II.217a).
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days.13 Shabbat / the Sabbath has a special claim on their devotion.14 They hold 

a fervent belief in the power of tears and of prayer,15 and may have been the first

to declare in no uncertain terms what Roman Catholics call 'a preferential option

for the poor'.16 In all these emphases the heart of the mystic stands revealed, 

13 On Torah, see II.99b SdM; III.80b-81a,85a,89b,152a,165a. “If a person desires to delve into Torah but cannot 
find anyone to teach him, and out of his love for Torah he pores over her and stammers in her ignorantly, 
every single word ascends and the blessed Holy One delights in each one, receiving it and planting it around 
that stream. From those words are formed magnificent trees, called 'willows of the stream', as is written: 'Lose
yourself always in her love' (Prob 5:19” (III.85b). See also the comments of Melila Hellner-Eshed, A River 
Flows From Eden: The Language of Mystical Experience in the Zohar (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2009): p.163-164.; Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.3: p.1077-1121,1259-1270. “Woe to the person who says 
that Torah intended to present a mere story and ordinary words!... The wise...-- those who stood at Mount 
Sinai – look only at the soul, root of all, real Torah” (III.152a). On the mitzvot, see: I.104a; 
II.36b,162b,165b,218b; III.85b. See also: Tishby, op cit.: v.3: p.1155-1171. On Jewish ritual, see: I.10b,88a; 
II.218a,138b. See also Tishby, op.cit: v.3: p.123-1238,1243,1248-1251. On the Jewish holy days, see: I.8a-
9a; III.97a,103a-104a; ZH 94a Tiq.   See also: Tishby, op cit.: v.3: p.1238-1259,1270-1280.

14 On Shabbat, see: II.88a-b,204a-b. “Mystery of Sabbath: She is Sabbath... When Sabbath enters... all powers 
of wrath and all masters of judgment flee...Her face shines with supernal radiance, and She is adorned below
by the Holy People, all of whom are adorned with new souls” (II.135a-b). “This song is a song encompassing 
the whole Torah,... a song resembling the world that is entirely Sabbath” (II.143b). “When the day is hallowed 
at the entrance of Sabbath, a canopy of peace hovers, spreading over the whole world...Even the wicked in 
Hell are protected....” (I.48a). See also: Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.3: p.1215-1238,1259-1270. “Then a 
spirit of soul is added to Israel...and by that additional soul, they forget all sadness and anger” (II.204b). On 
the additional soul granted on the Sabbath, see: Ginzburg, op cit. [in fn.8 above]: p.130-6,182 n.280- 185 
n.292; Yehuda Liebes, “Zemirot le-seudot Shabbat she-yeysed ha-Ari ha-Kodesh.'' Molad, new series, 4 
(1972): p.9 n.29. Online [= p.1-31] at: http:// www.pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/zemirot.htm  l ; Daniel Matt, The
Zohar: Pritzker Edition (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004-): v.6: p.164 n.163; Tishby, op cit., v.3: 
p.1222.

15 Of the power of tears, particularly of repentance, it is said: “No gate can withstand them; tears never return 
unfulfilled” (I.132b); “for there is no gate into which these tears do not enter” (II.12b); “the deliverance of Israel
depends only upon weeping” (Ibid.); “Happy is the share of the person who sheds tears before the blessed 
Holy One in his prayer!” (II.165b). See also: Eitan Fishbane, “Tears of Disclosure: The Role of Weeping in 
Zoharic Narrative”. Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy, 11 (2002: 25-47.On the power of prayer, see: 
I.229b,244a,248a; II.86b.   “Prayer annuls all decrees” (I.180b). ”...[P]rayer, in a whisper, like someone 
speaking secretly with the king: as long as he is secretly with him, [the king] does not move away at all” 
(II.138b). See Tishby, op.cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.3: p.941-1016.

16 See, e.g., Bill McKibbon, “The Pope and the Planet”, The New York Review of Books, August 13, 2015. 
Online at: http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2015/aug/13/pope-and-planet/ . See also Anthony 
Annett, “Ten Quick Takeaways from Laudato Si”, dotCommonweal: a blog, June 18, 2015. Online at: 
https://www.commonwealmagazine.org/blog/ten-quick-takeaways-laudato-si . In the words of Hellner-Eshed 
(op cit. [in fn.13 above], p.77-78): “The Zohar pours its fury upon he who would entertain … spiritual guests 
[in the sukkah] without also generously attending to the material needs of the poor of this world”. (She is 
apparently referring to III.103b-104a). See further: I.10b-11a; II.61a-b,88b; III.195a; ZH 87b MhN, Rut.  “When
the blessed Holy One loves someone, He sends him a gift. What is that? A poor person...” (I.104a). “For a 
poor person is closer to the King than anyone” (II.86b) . Like Shekhinah, the feminine presence of God: “a 
poor person has nothing of his own” (III.113b) . Recall that according to Ps 34:19, “The Lord is close to the 
broken-hearted”. Indeed, the poor are God's “broken vessels” (I.10b; II.86b; cf. ZH 77c MhN, Rut), as are 
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and to this modern it is often quite chastening to read. For the Zohar summons 

each of us to get beyond our present selves and live our religion or faith more 

fully, you see.

II.

Within two centuries after the Zohar appeared in Castilian Spain around 

1275, it was “accepted as sacred and canonical throughout Europe and in the 

Middle East”.17 By canonical is meant that it was held to be on a par with the 

Bible and Talmud.18 This leads to our second question, 'Why is the Zohar so 

beloved?'.19 One answer may be found in the narration which runs alongside its 

mystical interpretation. The Zohar tells stories, over and over, and for many of us

those who endure suffering (II.218a; III.90b) and also the righteous (II.198b,218a).  On “broken vessels”, see 
Matt, op cit. [in fn.14 above], v.6: p.244 n.417. On the poor and poverty in the Zohar, see: Byron Sherwin, In 
Partnership with God: Contemporary Jewish Law and Ethics (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1990): 
p.104-106; Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.3: p.1438-1447,1462-1466 n.287-355 [but change III.104a to 
I.104a on p.1463 n.305]. On the mystic's adoption of a life of poverty as an imitatio, see Hellner-Eshed, op cit.
[in fn.13 above], p.70-71. On poverty in rabbinic tradition, see Aryeh Cohen, “The Violence of Poverty”, p.33-
52 in Leonard Greenspoon, ed. Wealth and Poverty in Jewish Tradition. (West Lafayette, IN: Purdue 
University Press, 2015).  The subject of poverty in the Zohar is one I am currently researching.

17 Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.4 above]. And see: Boaz Huss, "Sefer ha-Zohar as a Canonical, Sacred, and Holy
Text: Changing Perspectives of the Book of Splendor between the Thirteenth and Eighteenth Centuries''. The
Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy, 7 (1998): 257-307. Online at:

     https://www.academia.edu/466040/Sefer_ha-Zohar_as_a_Canonical_ Sacred_and_Holy_Text_ Changing_ 
     Perspectives_of_the_Book_ of_Splendor_between_the_Thirteenth_and_Eighteenth_Centuries     The Zohar
     seems to fall under the definition of “formative canonical” texts as distinguished by Moshe Habertal: “taught, 
     read, transmitted, and interpreted … they provide a society or a profession with a shared vocabulary”. See
     p.3 in his  People of the Book: Canon, Meaning, and Authority (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997).  
18 Gershom Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (New York: Shocken, 1954): p.156.
19 One of the founders of Hasidism, Rabbi Pinchas of Korzec (1726-1791), thanked God that he lived in a time 

when the Zohar was already known, “for the Zohar has helped me to remain a Jew”. See Gershom Scholem, 
op cit. [in fn.18 above], p.156-7, and the remarks of Justin Jaron Lewis in Judy Barrett and Justin Jaron 
Lewis, “A Mind Blowing Project: Teaching Zoharic Aramaic to Beginners”, in Daniel Maoz, ed. From Nothing 
to Something: Contemporary Canadian Scholarship on Jewish Mysticism. (Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, forthcoming): p.[1]. The Baal Shem Tov (1698-1760) said, “... when I open 
the Book of Zohar I see the whole world”. See p.49 in  In Praise of the Baal Shem Tov [Shivhei ha-Besht]: 
The Earliest Collection of Legends about the Founder of Hasidism. Translated and edited by Dan Ben-Amos 
and Jerome R. Mintz. (Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson, 1993). According to Moses Hayyim Luzzato (1707-
1746), “Even if one does not understand, the language is suited to the soul.” See his Sefer Klach Pitchei 
Chochmah  (Korzec, Ukraine: n.p., 1785): Introduction; cited in Isaiah Tishby, Mishnat ha-Zohar . 3rd ed. 
(Jerusalem: Mossad Bialik, 1971): v.1: p.44 n.1.
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they are “the key to the enchantment”.20 If you remember nothing else from our 

time together tonight, please recall this: woven through the Zohar are hundreds 

of stories, and they have charmed centuries of readers. Indeed, Hellner-Eshed 

has described the Zohar as the “Jewish Lord of the Rings”,21 and “an epic not 

set in linear form”.22

 Here is the setting. Although we may understand it to have been written in

13th century Spain, the Zohar itself purports to have been composed by the 2nd 

century Tanna, Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai.23 It recounts his travels, and those of a 

community of nine Companions, mostly around the Galilee region of Israel.24 On 

foot or riding a donkey, usually by twos or threes25, we meet them: 

20 Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [see fn.4 above]. Additional reasons have been suggested. See, e.g., the online 
Abstract of Goetschel, op cit. [in fn.4 above]: “The remarkable success of the Zohar, its large reception and 
dissemination, as compared to other Kabbalistic texts, could be explained by the use it makes of the ancient 
Midrash, by the way it enriches and refines it by means of new theosophical and theurgic contents”. On the 
literary form of the Zohar, see e.g., Eitah Fishbane, "The Scent of the Rose: Drama, Fiction, and Narrative 
Form in the Zohar," Prooftexts: A Journal of Jewish Literary History, 29 (2009): 324-361; Michal Oron, 
Window to the Stories of the Zohar: Studies in the Exegetical and Narrative Methods of the Zohar 
[Hebrew]. Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2013.

21  The Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles. “Jerusalem scholar Melila Hellner-Eshed shares authentic 
Kabbalah with SoCal rabbis”. Online at:  http://www.jewishla.org/blog/entry/jerusalem-scholar-melila-hellner-
eshed-shares-authentic-kabbalah-with-socal/

22 Hellner-Eshed, op cit.[in fn.4 above]. She continues: “Like the trains in India, half the fun is getting there.”
23 The deliberate attribution to one person of what was really written by someone else is called 

'pseudepigraphy'. See, e.g., James H. Charlesworth, ed. The Old Testament Pseudigrapha. v.1-2. (Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1983): v.1: p.xxiv-xxv. See further: Daphne Freedman, op cit. [in fn.2 above]; Yehuda 
Liebes, op cit. [in fn.10 above]: p.28,174 n.92. For arguments against dating the Zohar to antiquity, see: 
Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.1: p.58-83. For arguments in support of its antiquity (which he then refutes), 
see Tishby, Idem., p.83-87. A major challenge to an entirely 13th century, and an entirely Spanish, 
provenance, has been brought by Ronit Meroz, “Zoharic Narratives and their Adaptations”, Hispanica Judaica
3 (2000): 3-63. Online at:  http://www.academia.edu/2049621/9._Zoharic_Narratives_and_their_Adaptations_

     She argues that it was written between the 11th and 14th century, with the earliest stratum composed in Israel. 
24 The total number of Companions is variously counted, but the inner circle numbers nine. See David 

Greenstein, Roads to Utopia: The Walking Stories of the Zohar (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
2014): p.235 n.4; Liebes, op cit. [in fn.10 above]: p.20. Adele Rappoport-Adler has promised a study of the 
Palestinian setting (op cit. [in fn.3 above], p.5 Abstract).

25 Greenstein, op cit.: Appendix 3, p.1-2.
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“Rabbi Hiyya and Rabbi Yose were walking on the way” (I.3b)26

“Rabbi El'azar was going to see Rabbi Yose son of Rabbi Shim'on son
         of Lekonya, his father-in-law. Rabbi Abba accompanied him, and
         a man was goading donkeys behind them” (I.5a-5b)

Rabbi Shimon was going to Tiberias, accompanied by Rabbi
         Yose, Rabbi Yehudah, and Rabbi Hiyya. On the way they
         saw Rabbi Pinhas approaching. Upon joining as one, they
         dismounted and sat beneath the trees of the hillside. (I.49b)

They escorted Rabbi Pinhas for three miles. (I.51a)

“Rabbi Abba was traveling from Tiberias to his father-in-law's
          castle, accompanied by Rabbi Ya'akov son of Rav.” (I.92b)

Rabbi Yose and Rabbi Hizkiyah were going to see Rabbi
Shimon in Cappadocia. (I.244a)

This emphasis on community is one way in which the Zohar is distinguished

from both the earlier midrash of the rabbis and from different representations of 

Jewish mysticism.27

 They frequently encounter strangers who turn out to be more than they 

seem: e.g., a donkey driver (I.5b-7a; II.94b-99a SdM,155b-157a); a child (I.70b; 

III.186a-192a);28 an old man (II.183b-187b); the host at their lodgings (I.92b-

96b); an inn-keeper's son (I.241b-242a); an apparently dull son-in-law (II.166a-

26 Greenstein, op cit. (Appendix 2, p.104) found 31 stories in which Rabbi Hiyya and Rabbi Yose travel together.
27 See Yosef Rosen, op cit. [fn.11 above]. Rosen notes that the Zohar's earliest stratum, Midrash ha-Ne'elam, 

has a less unified depiction of the Companions: more contentious, less cenralized, and lacking a single 
master such as Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai. He proposes that certain of its passages “be read as experiments in
constructing a theological community that is capable of both critique and collaboration” (Abstract).

28 On the child stories, see Matt, op cit. [in fn.12 above]: p.286. There he lists fifteen instances of this motif. See 
also: Jonatan Benarroch, 'Yanuqa de-Balak', Critical Edition and Commentary of the Zoharic Balak section, 
[Hebrew]. (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, Forthcoming); Jonathan Ben Harosh, Sodo shel yanuqa ve-oro shel 
hasaba: hebetim poeti'im umitpoeti'im b'itzuv demut ha-yenuqa bechativat 'HaYenuqa DeBalaq' beZohar. 
M.A. Thesis, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, [2008]: p.108; Michal Oron, op cit. [in fn 10 above]: p.135-144..
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168a).29 Topography, natural features, and flora may be the loci of mystical 

experience: mountains (I.7a,157a,178a; II.157a); deserts (II.13a,183b,187b; ZH 

8d MhN); caves (I.118a,244b-251a; III.13a,20b,149b)30; fields (I.3b,178a; 

III.45b,64a; ZH 90a MhN Rut); trees (I.7a,217a; II.36b; III.45b). Places with 

water – rivers, streams, and wells -- are an especially fruitful venue (I.239a; 

II.13b,31b; III.20b,201b-202a).31 

The Companions' travels are not without peril. Bandits and robbers are an 

ever present danger.32

 Rabbi Hiyya and Rabbi Yose were walking on the road....
          Turning their heads, they saw robbers chasing them. A
          miracle happened and a cliff appeared in front of them
          with a cave in it. They entered it and sat there the whole
          day and the whole night. (III.20a,20b)

Snakes lurk along the way, ready to strike (I.201b,243b; II.68b; III.200b).33 

Mountains are often terrifying (I.7a,178a,230b; III.149b).

29 Hellner-Eshed (op.cit.  [in fn.13 above], p.148) notes that Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai never has such an 
encounter. See also p.402 n.3. On these seemingly pedestrian figures, see: Hellner-Eshed: p.54-56; Oded 
Yisraeli, Sod haParshanut and Parshanut haSod: megammot midrashiyyot ve-hermenoitiyyot be-''Sava 
de-Mishpatim'' she-ba-Zohar. (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2005): p.51-79.

30 On the cave motif see: Nathan Berman, “Bell, Book, and Candle: Redemption and Damnation in the Zoharic 
Cave”, paper to be presented at the Association for Jewish Studies annual conference on Dec. 15, 2015. 
Online abstract at: ajsnet.org

31 See Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.13 above], p.274-279.
32 Using a cryptic phrase composed of two Zoharic neologisms, there is a story of R. Yose and R. Hiyya fleeing 

“cutthroats” in the mountains (I.157a); see Matt, op cit. [in fn.14 above]: v.2: p.374 n.442. The Zohar uses 
three terms for 'robber, bandit, thief': ּגָּנּנ בב / thief (II.207b); ן ל ב זל ים  robber (Ibid.; ZH 86c Rut); and / ּגָּנ טי סל  -לס
ין טי סל ים robber, bandit (I.146b,110a ST,167a, 230a; II.10b – cf. I.118a MhN; III.20b,200b). On / לס טי סל   לס
see: Avshalom Kor, Yofi shel Ivrit (Tel Aviv: Sifriyat Maariv, 1986): ch.32, or view his "Higiya Zeman Lashon" 
episode at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JK55C7j5bf8.   

33 On the motif of snake bite, see p.323 n.16 in Ronit Meroz, “The Path of Silence: An Unknown Story from a 
Zohar Manuscript.” European Journal of Jewish Studies, 1 (2008): 319-342. Online at:  
telaviv.academia.edu/RonitMeroz.
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 The Companions are subject to powerful emotions: fear 

(I.7a,7b,178a,230b; II.36b); trembling (II.36b; III.71a,128a IR,132b IR); shock 

(I.4a); sadness (II.217b; III.144b IR); depression (I.96b); grief (I.4a,217a; II.48a).

Very human like us all, they worry about dying (I.217b-218b). Their minds may 

languish (I.217a) or become distraught (II.79a); their spirits may grow weary (ZH

89c MhN Rut).

But they also can be transported:

   Rabbi Abba's face blazed in fire from rapture of Torah (I.94b).

   Everyone's face shone so brightly that no one could look
            at them. (III.144b IR)

    They sat down and wept, and could not speak to one another (I.7a)

   ...they were amazed and could not speak (III.187b)

This experience of wordless astonishment is evoked by a cardinal quest of the 

Companions: to hear a novel explication of Torah, a “new word”, an innovation.34

The Zohar takes seriously the command of Deuteronomy (6:7)  to speak 

words of Torah “... when you walk along the way...”. No Companions travel 

together without such conversation:35

Rabbi Abba said, “Let us open openings of Torah, for the

34 See: Michael Fishbane, “The Book of Zohar and Exegetical Spirituality”, p.87-117 in Steven Katz, ed.,
      Mysticism and Sacred Scripture. New York: Oxford University Press, 2000. Daniel Matt, “Matnita Dilan: A 

Technique of Innovation in the Zohar [Hebrew]”. Jerusalem Studies  in Jewish Thought 8 (1989): 123-145; 
''New-Ancient Words: the aura of secrecy in the Zohar'', pp.181-207 in Peter Schafer and Joseph Dan (eds.) 
Gershom Scholem's Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism 50 Years After. (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1993).

35 Greenstein (op cit. [in fn.24 above], Appendix 3 p.1) found 31 texts in which there is an explicit request to 
learn Torah while traveling.
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         time is ripe to adorn ourselves on our way” (I.15)

While they were walking, Rabbi El'azar said to his father,
         “The way before us is smooth. We want to hear words
         of Torah!” (I.58b)

Rabbi Yose and Rabbi Hiyya were walking on the way.
Rabbi Yose said to Rabbi Hiyya: “Let us open with
Torah and say a word!” (I.76a)

Rabbi El'azar, Rabbi Abba, and Rabbi Yose were walking
         from Tiberias to Sepphoris. As they were walking, a certain
         Jew met them and joined them. Rabbi El'azar said, “Let
         each one say a word of Torah!” (II.13a)

Rabbi Yitzhak and Rabbi Yehudah were traveling from
Usha to Lod. Rabbi Yehudah said, “Let us discuss Torah
as we go.” (III.122a)

It is a duty incumbent upon them:

“As for us, look, we are being accompanied on the way
by the blessed Holy One, so we should speak words
of Torah!” (I.59a)

For whoever walks on the way unaccompanied by words
of Torah endangers his life. (I.70a)

No opportunity should be wasted:

Rabbi Pinchas said, “Now that we are sitting, I am eager
         to hear some of those sublime words you convey every
         day.” (I.49b)

Rabbi Shimon even calls back some Companions who are ready to leave, 

saying: “A word lingers here with us”. (I.50b)

The reactions of the Companions to hearing such “new words” from others
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is a delight to behold. They regularly burst into tears (I.6a,7a; II.99a SdM; 

III.187a).36 If walking, they may fall to the ground (I.7a; II.99a SdM); if riding, they

may topple from their donkeys (I.7a). They kiss the speaker (I.6a,6b,12a ,

51a,70a; III.187a).37 That kissing may be followed by more tears (I.6b,7a; 

III.187b). They express gratitude for their good fortune  

(I.7a,12a,51a,64b,164b,239b; II.99a SdM; III.187a).38 They continue on their 

way. Then, when another “new word” is spoken, the responses begin afresh: 

crying, perhaps having an attack of the vapors, kissing the speaker, perhaps 

having another good cry, being thankful, and going along the way.39 Truly, this is 

great stuff!

So pleased is God by these innovations, that:

The moment a new word of Torah originates from the mouth
         of a human being, that word ascends and presents herself
         before the blessed Holy One, who lifts that word, kisses her,
        and adorns her with seventy crowns... (I.4b).
 
These “new words”, these innovations which may extend many pages, are the 

creative interpretations of the Zohar. As we learned in our first question tonight, 
36 On weeping in the Zohar, see: Fishbane, op cit. [in fn.15 above]; Elina Gertsman, Crying in the Middle Ages: 

Tears of History ( New York, NY: Routledge, 2011); Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives. (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1988): p.75-88; Yehuda Liebes, op cit. [in fn.10 above]: p.175 n.94. 

37 On kissing in the Zohar, see: Joel Hecker, ''Kissing Kabbalists: hierarchy, reciprocity, and equality.'' Studies in 
Jewish Civilization, 18 (2008): 171-208. Online at:

     https://www.academia.edu/3852299/Kissing_Kabbalists_Hierarchy_Reciprocity_and_Equality“. See further
     his complete list of references: p.202 n.37.The Companions may also kiss the hands or the head of whoever
     spoke well: e.g., I.83b,133a; I I.52a. See: Hecker, p.182-3,202-3 n.38,40; Matt, op cit. [in fn.16 above]: v.2: 
     p.33 n.254.
38 On gratitude and rejoicing, see: Yehuda Liebes, “'Zakkain inun Yisrael': a blessing in the language of the
     Zohar and it's Jewish-Christian background'' [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: 2005). Online at:
     http:// www.pluto.huji.ac.il/~liebes/zohar/zakkain.doc . He notes that the construction “Happy is/are...” appears
     over 800 times in the Zohar (see p.1: fn.1-2).
39 The response of fainting does not seem to have been dealt with in the secondary literature.
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they are its midrash on Torah. The bulk of the Zohar consists of them.       

Finally, in the eyes of the Zohar, the whole world is numinously charged.40 

The sound of wind striking branches may be experienced as sinister (I.7a). 

Snakes are never mere reptiles (I.244b).41 Birds, all birds, can be heralds; one 

must be alert to their presence (I.118a,172a,217a; III.20b; ZH 77c MhN, Rut). 

Clouds may be portents (I.15b,16a,18a,b; III.64a). So can “a snowy day” 

(II.97b,104a,109a – all from Saba de-Mishpatim); a sunset (II.9a); a meteor 

(II.10a).  An earthquake may precede a mystical experience (II.9a; III.128a IR). 

To those who are aware, the early morning sky shows a marvelous display: 

          One who wishes to set out on a journey should rise before
 dawn and gaze momentarily toward the east and he will see

          an apparition of letters striking the sky, one ascending,
          another descending. These are the letters with which the
          heavens and earth were created (II.130b). 

For this reader, it seems impossible to pursue the quotidian tasks of life, and 

also exist on the exquisitely sensitive plane of the Zohar's authors. How did they

manage it?

Their poetic, imaginative flights can be breathtaking.42  Did you know that 

words can have an “aroma”? The Zohar does (I.4b). Did it ever occur to you that

“words of Torah” can “wreathe” a cave (I.244b; cf. I.94b)? When the Torah was 
40 See Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy: an inquiry into the non-rational factor in the idea of the divine and its 

relation to the rational  (New York: Penguin Books, 1959). See also: Eitan Fishbane, “Opening to the 
Mystery”, Shema: A Journal of Jewish Responsibility (October 2009). Online at: 
http://shma.com/2009/10/opening-to-the-mystery/

41 On snakes, see Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.1: p.395-6
42 See Nathan Wolski, “Mystical Poetics: Narrative, Time, and Exegesis in the Zohar”, Prooftexts, 28 (2008): 

101-128.
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written, the letters of the alphabet individually paraded before God, each 

pleading for the honor of beginning His Torah (I.2b-3b,204a). Every letter has a 

distinctive quality. So, e.g.: the fourth letter, dalet, “is poor” because it begins the

adjective dal, which means poor (I.3a). In fact, God created the world “with the 

letters of Torah” (I.204a). And in a bold claim worth pondering: “the entire Torah 

is the name of the blessed Holy One” (II.124a).43

A singular peak is reached with Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai's lilting hymn of 

love:

Torah, Torah, what can I say to you?
         You are a loving doe and a graceful mountain goat.
         Above and below are your lovers.
         Who will merit to suckle from you as is fitting?
         Torah, Torah, delight of your Master,
         Who is able to reveal and utter your secrets and mysteries? (III.166b)44

With that it is hoped you have felt, at least once tonight, something of the 

enchantment which has made the Zohar so beloved for over 700 years. 

III.

Our last question asks, “How can we learn to read the Zohar”? Here will be

suggested a few of the many reasons why now is such an exciting time to be 

alive for all students and lovers of the Zohar. Really, one can hardly refrain from 

frequently bursting out with shehekheyanu, the traditional Jewish prayer of 

43 See Daniel Matt, op cit. [in fn.14 above]:  v.5: p.162 n.64; Wolski, op cit. [in fn.12 above]: p.30-31,228 n.6. 
44 The translation is by Nathan Wolski in Hellner-Eshed, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: p.164. See the discussion by 

Fishbane, op cit. [in fn.15 above]; p.42-45.
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gratitude. It says: “Blessed are you O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who 

has granted us life [shehekheyanu], sustained us, and permitted us to reach this

day.” 

For most of its existence, study of the Zohar was a religious pursuit. Unlike

the Hebrew Bible, which was subject to the 19th century influence of the 

Wissenschaft (the critical study of Judaism), the Zohar lingered under pious 

auspices. For many such folk, the Zohar really was written in the 2nd century by 

Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai. Then one man largely created the academic field of 

Jewish Mysticism: Gershom Scholem of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

(may his memory be for a blessing).  

During the 1920s and 1930s, Scholem traveled to pre-Holocaust 

communities in Europe and acquired mystical manuscripts and books. He 

returned after the war to purchase material in danger of perishing. These he 

cataloged for the National Library of Israel, along with the hundreds of 

kabbalistic manuscripts in its collection. Most important, he read them all – and 

applied to them his historiographical method. Publication in English in 1941 of 

his landmark work, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, brought his name and 

method to a worldwide audience.45 
45 See fn.18 above. “Of Scholem Martin Buber once remarked, 'all of us have students, schools, but only 

Gershom Scholem has created a whole academic discipline!' “. Quoted from Shaul Magid, "Gershom 
Scholem", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2014 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = 
<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2014/entries/scholem/>. This account above is indebted to Magid's 
article, and to Menachem Beit-Arieh, “Gershom Scholem as Bibliophile”, p.120-127 in Gershom Scholem and
Paul Mendes-Flohr, Gershom Scholem: The Man and His Work (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1994); Isaiah Tishby, “Gershom Scholem's Contribution to the Study of the Zohar”, p.40-55 in Idem. See also 
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 We are now in the fourth generation of Scholem's critical, scholarly 

approach. But until 2004, there was no complete English translation of the Zohar

or the Zohar Hadash.46 In that year, Stanford University Press began publishing 

the lyrical and erudite translation of Daniel Matt. Currently in the eighth volume 

of a projected twelve, various sections of the Zohar are being translated by 

Nathan Wolski, and the Zohar Hadash by Joel Hecker. Volume 12 will consist of 

an index, in itself a much longed for research tool. Our debt to these three 

scholars is profound.

Matt realized that the Zohar's dense symbolism, and its extensive 

reworking of the midrashim and of Talmudic passages, could not be read 

unaided.47 So the footnotes of his translation serve as a running commentary. 

They translate and provide citation for all the biblical and rabbinic passages 

being transformed by the Zohar's midrash, along with much research literature. 

He includes transliteration and explanation of difficult Biblical or Aramaic words. 

Krista Tippett's interview with the director of the Gershom Scholem Library at the National Library of Israel, 
Zvi Leshem: “Dr. Zvi Leshem – Scholem's Fanatic Love of Books” (May 15, 2014). Online at: 
http://www.onbeing.org/program/feature/dr-zvi-leshem-on-scholems-fanatic-love-of-books/6315 ; Tishby, op 
cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.1: p.52-55. Lastly, the editors of the conference proceedings held to commemorate a half
century since publication of Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, wrote: “With the 20th century coming to a 
close, it can be confidently assessed that Gershom Scholem was the greatest scholar in Jewish Studies of 
the century, and the only one who made a considerable impact outside [that] discipline...”. See p.1-2 in in 
Peter Schafer and Joseph Dan (eds.) Gershom Scholem's Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism 50 Years After. 
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1993.)

46 A detailed survey of English translations is that of Don Karr, “Notes on the Zohar in English” (2014). Online at:
     www.digital-brilliance.com/kab/karr/zie.pdf  .  Approximately two-thirds of the Zohar was translated into 

English in an edition known as the Soncino Zohar (H. Sperling,  M. Simon, and P. Levertoff, trans.The Zohar. 
5 vols. (London: Soncino Press, 1931-1934)). It has been criticized for omitting whole sections, paraphrasing,
and glossing over passages deemed difficult. See Matt, op cit. [in fn.14 above]: v.1: p.xix; Tishby, op cit. [in fn.
3 above]: p.102-103. See also Boaz Huss, “Targumei ha-Zohar”, p.33-107 in Ronit Meroz, op cit. [in fn. 10 
above]. Online at: https://bgu.academia.edu/BoazHuss

47 Daniel Matt, “Translator's Introduction”, op cit. [in fn.14 above]: v.1: p.xxii.  Online at: http://sup.org/zohar
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For the first time, the English reader can understand the scores of Zoharic 

neologisms: cryptic words invented by the authors and whose meaning vexes 

everyone opening a volume of the Aramaic original. 

At the same time, Matt has worked with hundreds of manuscripts to 

produce a new version of the Aramaic text, which he then uses as the basis for 

his translation.48 That Aramaic text is freely available to all on the website of 

Stanford University Press.49 It is considered by many to supersede the critical 

edition of Reuven Margaliot, known as the “standard edition”, first published in 

1951.50

What of learners who wish to read the Zohar in the original Aramaic: are 

there any tools for them to do so? In a 1925 letter to future Nobel laureate, 

Hayim Bialik, Scholem listed as a desideratum a dictionary of the Zohar . 51 

Almost every decade since then, scholars have repeated his call for a dictionary 

and for more grammatical work.52 

Ninety years later, there is still no complete dictionary in any language, 

48 See Daniel Matt, “על מהדורת פריצקר – תרגום הזוהר לאנגלית" [The Zohar Pritzker Edition], p.3-18 in Meroz, 
op cit. [in fn 10 above].

49 http://sup.org/zohar
50 Sefer ha-Zohar. Edited by Reuven Margaliot. 4th ed. 3 vols. (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1964).
51  Devarim be-go: Pirke morashah u-tehiya. 2 vols. Edited by Avraham Shapira. (Tel Aviv: Am Oved, 1976): 

p.59-63. See further: Tishby, op cit. [in fn.3 above]: v.1: p.54.
52 Isaiah Tishby, Mishnat ha-Zohar: Gufei Maamarei ha-Zohar. 2 vols. (Jerusalem: Mossad Bialik, 1949-1961):
   p.67; Scholem, op cit. [in fn.18 above]: p.385 n.7; Menahem Kaddari, Dikduk ha-lashon ha-Aramit shel ha
  -Zohar. (Jerusalem: Kiriath Sefer, 1971): p.xi; Yehuda Liebes, Perakim be-Millon Sefer ha-Zohar [Chapters in
  the Lexicon of the Zohar], doctoral dissertation. (Jerusalem: Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1977): p.6-7;
  Boaz Huss, “Bei'ur ha-Millim ha-Zarot she-be-sefer ha-Zohar.” Kabbalah, 1 (1997): p. ; Rapoport-Albert , op cit.
  [in fn.3 above]: p.13.
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and the only grammar – the 1953 dissertation of an Israeli scholar53 – remains 

out of print and untranslated. So the two most basic reference tools for learning 

a language still do not exist for the English reader who wishes to study Zoharic 

Aramaic. Nor has there been published a list of most frequent words in the 

Zohar; paradigms of the parts of speech; concordances; or glossaries. 

This bleak picture, you may be happy to learn, is rapidly improving. In 

2011, a Canadian professor, Justin Jaron Lewis, began teaching a course on the

Aramaic of the Zohar. Further, he designed it for adults who had never learned 

Hebrew.54 That fall we began collaborating on a textbook for his class. I 

compiled a glossary of all the words in the Haqdamah/ the Introduction, which is 

a 28 page unit at the beginning of the Zohar. In addition to main entries with 

definitions and synonyms, it will contain all forms of the relevant nouns, 

pronouns, prepositions, adjectives, and verbs, continuously culled from work on 

a complete dictionary (which is discussed next).  

A year later, the ground had been laid to begin work on a full dictionary of 

the Zohar. It currently numbers 900 pages out of a projected 1,200. Since Matt's 

Aramaic text is used as the base, and reference is made in appended notes to 

(inter alia) his English translation, an end date is linked to publication of the final 

53  Kaddari, op cit. [in fn.50 above].
54 See “Aramaic Getting New Life”, Jewish Tribune (September 13,2011). Online at: 

http://www.jewishtribune.ca/uncategorized/2011/09/13/aramaic-getting-new-life  See also: James Davila, “A 
new course on Zoharic Aramaic at U. Manitoba,” posted September 15, 2011, Thursday, September 15, 2011.
Online at: http://paleojudaica.blogspot.ca/2011_09_11_archive.html#8832164139222977641
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volumes of The Zohar: The Pritzker Edition. In addition to comparative data, it 

lists all forms of the noun, pronoun, adjective, preposition, and verb found in guf 

ha-Zohar. Bibliographic references, often extensive, are appended to most main 

entries.

In April 2014, Daniel Matt posted online a working English dictionary of the

Zohar with 775 entries.  The main entries are transliterations of the Aramaic and 

Hebrew, and so require a level of their proficiency to recast them. But it is a 

quite valuable tool as is, and the first of its kind.55 His generosity in sharing the 

fruits of his lexical labors is surely a model for us all. 

Shortly afterward, Justin Jaron Lewis and I launched a website 

(www.aramaiczohar.wordpress.com) which is unique in Zohar studies. For the 

first time, a dictionary of the Haqdamah/ Introduction is available online. 

Numbering 200 pages, it grows as forms of the parts of speech – primarily the 

verb -- are added from my work on the complete dictionary. There are model 

paradigms of the noun, pronoun, and verb. There are also Most Frequent Word 

lists and beginning grammar lessons. Links to scholarly works are included on 

the Resources page. A learned user made his own vocabulary flashcards 

available there, too. 

Now it can be said that anyone who wishes to begin reading the Zohar in 

Aramaic can do so. In the future, Justin Jaron Lewis and I hope to publish an 

55  http://sefer-ha-zohar.blogspot.com/
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introductory textbook of grammar. Meanwhile, the website is a significant 

resource. 

This concludes my talk. “The Zohar”, says Melila Hellner-Eshed, “is a great

teacher of thanksgiving.”56 Happy is our lot to have minds which can ask 

questions, and hearts which can be stirred, as we seek understanding of this 

magnificent work that is the Zohar. Thank you.
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